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PART 1 - INSTALLATIONMounting LocationChoose a mounting location for the True Advanced Purge (TAP) device where:= The location is dry, clean, and indoors.  The TAP is designed for indoor use only.= Display can be conveniently observed and the function switches operated.  Typical height from   finished floor to center of TAP display should be 54 to 60 inches.= The length of tubing from sprinkler purge vent assembly to TAP is less than 1000 foot maximum.= Minimum 3 inch clearance on all sides of TAP can be maintained.= TAP door can be fully opened.= TAP weight (approximately 10 lbs. (4.5 kg)) can be adequately supported.= Hissing noise from exhaust mufflers during certain operating modes will not be bothersome   to personnel.Fasteners = See diagram on page 2.  Choose fasteners suitable for wall material at intended location.  Hole    sizes indicated are intended for use with #10 hardware.Mounting Holes= Use full-size template (P/N 33-000004-000 included with TAP) to locate mounting holes at chosen   mounting location.  = Use suitable tape to temporarily attach template to wall.  Proper orientation of template is printed   side out and the word "TOP" at the top.= Transfer marks to wall using a punch or other device suitable for wall material.= Drill holes in mounting surface at marked locations with drill appropriate for fastener size and wall   material.  Drill to depth required by fastener.Mounting= Choose and knock out connection points for AC power raceway and optional alarm signaling   connection raceway.= Insert fasteners intended for mounting holes into mounting surface.= Attach #10 hardware to upper holes, inserting about half-way.= Use keyhole-shaped upper holes to hang TAP.= Insert lower fasteners.= Tighten all fasteners.
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Supply Tubing.  Supply tubing is required from the outlet purge vent assembly installed on the sprinkler piping to the inlet of the TAP.  1.  The required tubing is flame-retardant, plenum-rated polyethylene, 1/4" OD, 0.17" ID.     Twenty (20) feet of tubing is supplied with the TAP.  UFS P/N 33-000003-050 is a 50 foot     length of the same tubing.  UFS P/N 33-000006-000 is a connector for splicing tubing      lengths together.2.  The supply tubing run begins at the purge vent assembly installed on the sprinkler      piping.   The required purge vent assembly is UFS Model PVA-2.  Install the Model PVA-2     per the instructions in the applicable UFS NITROGEN-PAC system installation,      commissioning, and maintenance manual.3.  Run tubing from the outlet of the Model PVA-2 purge vent assembly to the vicinity of the      TAP.  Tubing should be secured every 3 feet to the sprinkler piping or other suitable      building structures with cable ties or hangers.  To maintain plenum rating in required      areas, use plenum-rated cable ties.  The maximum length of tubing from the Model PVA-2     purge vent assembly to the TAP is 1000 feet.  If desired, tubing may be run inside      raceway or decorative molding in exposed areas.4.  Ensure the ends of the tubing to be attached to the push-in connectors on the Model     PVA-2 purge vent assembly and the TAP are cut square, with no burrs.  To attach, push      tubing firmly into the push-in connector until the tubing bottoms.  Gently pull on the tubing      to ensure the connector has secured the tubing.  5.  If necessary to release tubing from push-in connectors, simulatneously push down on      tubing and the green ring on the connector.  While then holding the green ring down,      gently pull on the tubing until it is free from the connector.
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Power ConnectionDANGERRISK OF ELECTROCUTIONVoltages and currents associated with the True Advanced Purge (TAP) deviceare LETHAL.  Follow all instructions provided.  Work involving power MUST beperformed  ONLY by qualified individuals.  All required precautions to prevent contactwith live  electrical conductors and equipment MUST be taken.  Failure to comply withthese instructions is an immediate hazard with a likelihood of death or serious personal injury!All wiring shall be in conformance with the NEC and all other applicable codes and standards.The TAP device requires 115 VAC 60 Hz single-phase three-wire power.  Current draw isapproximately 1.1 amps.  Power should come from a dedicated circuit breaker.  Do not attempt touse a 3-wire cordset with plug to provide power from a receptacle.Attach power conductor raceway to knockout chosen before mounting TAP.  Run conductors forthree-wire 115 VAC 60 Hz single-phase power through raceway.  Maximum conductor size forterminals is 12 AWG.  Attach power conductors to  terminals as shown on page 5.  Do not applypower to TAP until ready for commissioning.Optional Alarm Signaling Contact ConnectionsTwo (2) SPDT volt-free contacts are supplied to permit connection to a fire detection and / orbuilding management system.  The contacts are rated at:NO contact:  5 A max. @ 30 VDC max.                     10 A max. @ 277 VAC max.NC contact:  3 A max. @ 30 VDC max.                     10 A max. @ 277 VAC max.Attach raceway at indicated conduit outlet.  Maximum conductor size for terminals is 12 AWG.Attach conductors to terminal strips per diagram on page 5.
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I. Description of Screen Layout 
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PART 2 - USEI.  Screen Layout                                      
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IMPORTANT NOTES:1.  All times indicated on all screens are in 24-hour (military time) format.2.  Current Time, appearing on Home Screen 1 and Home Screen 2, is factory set to     Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).  Local time conversions for the USA are:



 

II. Home screen 1 

  

 
a. List of function keys and their descriptions 

i. F1 – Starts an Initial Purge Cycle 

ii. F2 – Places the unit into Maintenance Purge mode 

iii. F3 – Places the unit into Standby mode. Both valves are closed and the alarm 

contact is closed. 

iv. F4 – Takes the unit out of Standby mode and starts an Initial Purge mode. 

v. F5 – Navigates to the next screen. 
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Function Keys and DescriptionsF1 - INIT PURGE = Operating F1 manually places TAP into Initial Purge mode.  This mode purges       pressurized air from sprinkler system piping, allowing the NITROGEN-PAC sprinkler corrosion       inhibiting system connected to the sprinkler valve to replace the air with 98% purity nitrogen.       Initial Purge mode sequence is:          A.  TAP purges for a user-settable time period.  Factory default is 1435 minutes (23 hours 55                minutes).          B.  TAP automatically enters Nitrogen Sampling mode for a user-settable time period.  Factory                default is 5 minutes.          C.  If Nitrogen Sampling value is less than user-settable N2 purity threshold, cycle automatically                repeats from A.  Factory defaut of user-settable purity threshold is 97%.          D.  If Nitrogen Sampling value is equal to or greater than user-settable purity threshold, TAP                automatically enters Maintenance Purge mode.          E.  If cycle repeats from A to C for 21 days, TAP activates N2 LEVEL NOT MET alarm.               See page 9.IMPORTANT!  When multiple TAPs are associated with a single NITROGEN-PAC system,actuate no more than one (1) TAP Initial Purge at the same time.  Refer toNITROGEN-PAC system instructions for proper Initial Purge actuation sequence.    F2 - MAINT PURGE = Manually places TAP into Maintenance Purge mode.  This mode purges 98%       purity nitrogen that has absorbed moisture from inside of the pipe. When power is initially applied to       the TAP, Maintenance Purge is the default mode.  Maintenance Purge mode sequence is:           A.  TAP automatically enters Maintenance Purge mode every 24 hours at the same user-                settable time.  Factory default time is 0100 UTC (24-hour time format).           B.  TAP purges for a user-settable time period.  Factory default is 60 minutes (1 hour).IMPORTANT!  When multiple TAPs are associated with a single NITROGEN-PAC system,the start times of automatic Maintenance Purge modes should be staggered at minimum2 hour intervals.
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II.  Home Screen 1 (continued)
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Function Keys and Descriptions (continued)F3 - STDBY = Places TAP into Standby mode.  This is the TAP's normal mode, with no purging or       sampling occurring, and no alarms present.F4 - RESET = Takes the device out of Standby mode and places it into Initial Purge mode.F5 - >> = Navigates ahead to Home Screen 2 - see below.
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Function Keys and DescriptionsF1 - << = Navigates back to Home Screen 1 - see above.F2 - N2 = Manually places TAP into Nitrogen Sampling mode.  Pressurized gas from the sprinkler       system piping is sent the sensor to determine nitrogen purity, expressed in percent concentration.F3 - ALARM = Navigates ahead to ALARMS screen.F4 - RESET = Takes TAP out of Standby mode and places it into Initial Purge mode.F5 - (NO LABEL) = Navigates to Password screen, permitting access to System Setup - see page 10.



 

IV. Alarm Screen 

 

a. This screen shows the status of the three system alarms. If any of the three alarms are 

active, then the screen will flash RED. 

 
b. Low Pressure Alarm – If during a Tubing Integrity check, the pressure sensor is not 

satisfied then the system will go into standby mode and close the alarm contact. 

c. N2 Level not met – If during the initial purge mode, the minimum N2 level is not 

achieved within 21 days, the system will go into standby mode and close the alarm 

contact. 

d. Sensor Timeout - If the system loses communications with the N2 sensor, it will go into 

standby mode and close the alarm contact. 

e. List of function keys and their descriptions 

i. F1 – Navigates to the previous screen 

ii. F2 – No function 

iii. F3 – No function 

iv. F4 – Takes the unit out of Standby mode and starts an Initial Purge mode. 

v. F5 – No function 
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AlarmsLOW PRESSURE Alarm - The TAP periodically tests the integrity of the supply tubing by verifying the presence of gas pressure at the supply tubing inlet.  An alarm signal occurs upon loss of pressure, as from a kinked, clogged, or broken sampling tube.N2 LEVEL NOT MET Alarm - Initial Purge mode is used to bring the nitrogen purity in the sprinkler piping from 78% to 98%.  An alarm signal occurs if the nitrogen purity value after 21 days of Initial Purge does not reach the set threshold.  The factory default threshold is 97%.SENSOR TIMEOUT Alarm - An alarm signal will occur if the unit's electronics lose communication with the nitrogen purity sensor.Function Keys and DescriptionsF1 - << = Navigates back to the previous Home Screen 2. - see page 8.F2 - No function.F3 - No functionF4 - RESET = Removes TAP from Standby mode and places into Initial Purge mode.F5 - No function.
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IV.   ALARMS Screen
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This screen indicates the status of the three possible alarms.  If any of the three alarms are active,the screen flashes RED, the alarm signaling contacts transfer, and the TAP enters Standbymode.
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V. Password Screen 

a. Pressing the F5 key from “Home Screen 2” (see section III) will bring up the password 

screen. This screen is intended to prevent the unauthorized user access to the various 

system user definable parameters.  

 
b. List of function keys and their descriptions 

i. F1 – Escapes password entry and Navigates to the previous screen 

ii. F2 – Shifts curser to the right 

iii. F3 – Increments the number on the screen 

iv. F4 – Decrements the number on the screen 

v. F5 – Enter. Pressed once password is entered. 
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V.   Password ScreenThis screen permits restricted access to Setup screens, where various parameters can be set by theuser from factory default values.  Setup screens should be accessed only by trained personnel.  Ensure password is available only to those personnel who need to alter system parameters,  Obtainpassword from UNITED Fire Systems.  Password is five (5) numerical characters.
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Function Keys and DescriptionsF1 - ESC = Navigates back to Home Screen 2 - see page 8.F2 - SHF = Shifts cursor to the right.F3 - UP = Increments the password digit at the cursor location.F4 - DWN = Decrements the password digit at the cursor location.F5 - ENT = Press to proceed when entered password is correct.  When the correct password       has been entered, the screen displays:
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Function Keys and DescriptionsF1 - No function.F2 - No function.F3 - No function.F4 - No function.F5 - >> = Navigates ahead to Setup - N2 Purity Threshold screen - see page 11.



 

VI. N2 Purity Threshold 

 

 
a. List of function keys and their descriptions 

i. F1 – Navigates to Home screen 2 

ii. F2 – No function 

iii. F3 – Allows the user to change the N2 purity threshold, which is the minimum 

N2 purity the system must reach during Initial Purge mode 

iv. F4 – Restores factory default settings (Default = 97%) 

v. F5 – Navigates to the next Setup screen 
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VI.     Setup - N2 Purity Threshold Screen
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Function Keys and DescriptionsF1 - << = Navigates back to Home Screen 2 - see page 8.F2 - No function.F3 - (NO LABEL) = Permits changing the N2 PURITY THRESHOLD - see below.F4 - REST DEF = Restores N2 PURITY THRESHOLD to factory default of 97%.F5 - >> = Navigates ahead to Setup - Test Mode and Calibration screen - see page 12.
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When F3 is pressed, the Function Keys and Descriptions change to:F1 - ESC = Navigates back to Home Screen 2 - see page 8.F2 - SHF = Shifts cursor to the right.F3 - UP = Increments the N2 PURITY THRESHOLD digit at the cursor location.F4 - DWN = Decrements the N2 PURITY THRESHOLD digit at the cursor location.F5 - ENT = Press to proceed when entered N2 PURITY THRESHOLD is correct.  Display       returns to Setup - N2 Purity Threshold screen.
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 VII.   Setup - Test Mode and Calibration ScreenThis screen allows two separate modes to be entered:     1.  Test mode - Permits quick field testing of the TAP's solenoid valves and N2 purity          sensor, by abbreviating each mode's cycle sequence.     2.  Sensor Calibration mode - Permits adjustment of the sensor's calibration if a calibrated gas          mixture is used for sensor verification.
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Function Keys and DescriptionsF1 - << = Navigates back to Setup - N2 Purity Threshold screen - see page 11.F2 - (NO LABEL) = Enters / Exits Test Mode.F3 - (NO LABEL) = Permits changing the N2 Calibration OFFSET.F4 - REST DEF = Restores N2 Calibration OFFSET value to factory default of RAW.F5 - >> = Navigates ahead to Setup - Initial Purge screen - see page 15.Test Mode - When in Test mode, the TAP mode sequence times are:     Initial Purge = 2 minutes.     Nitrogen Sampling after Initial Purge = 1 minute.     Maintenance Purge = 1 minute.     Nitrogen Sampling for Display = 1 minute.     Time between nitrogen samples = 2 minutes.
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VII.  Setup - Test Mode and Calibration Screen (continued)
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Sensor Calibration Mode - The TAP sensor is factory-calibrated, and should require no fieldadjustment.  The raw N2 sensor calibration value is 95.00%.  A certified gas mixture of 98.00%nitrogen and 2.00% oxygen applied to the TAP inlet should result in a 98.0% display.  Ifadjustment is desired, the OFFSET value adds / subtracts from the RAW value to give the desired CAL value.  The CAL value is then displayed, and is used in the Initial Purge sequence.Example 11. Certified gas 98.00% N2 and 2.00% O2 is applied to the TAP inlet.2. TAP calibration value is factory default of CAL = RAW.3. TAP Display value is 98.0%4. OFFSET should remain at 0.00%.  CAL = RAW.5. TAP Display value remains 98.0%.Example 2 - Illustrated Above1.  Certified gas 98.60% N2 and 1.4% O2 is applied to the TAP inlet.2.  Initial TAP calibration value is factory default of CAL = RAW.3.  TAP Display value is 95.0%.4.  OFFSET value is adjusted to 3.60%.  CAL now equals RAW plus 3.60%.5.  After offset value adjustment, TAP Display value is 98.6%.
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VII. Test Mode 

 

 
a. N2 sensor calibration 

i. Here the user can enter an offset if calibration of the O2 sensor is required 

against a known source. The RAW value is what is being read directly from the 

sensor. The CAL value is RAW + OFFSET. The CAL value is what’s used for all 

decision making functions within the system. Default: CAL=RAW. Do not change 

without consulting Engineering. 

b. Test Mode 

i. This mode is designed to allow quick field testing of valves and sensors. The 

system will function in exactly the same manor except the times are greatly 

shortened. 

1. Initial purge mode:  duration changed from 23 hrs 55 min to 2 min 

2. Initial purge mode: N2 check time changed from 5 min to 1 min 

3. Maintenance mode: purge time changed from 1hr to 2 min 

4. N2 purity Sampling: Sample duration changed from 2 min to 1 min 

5. N2 Purity Sampling: Delay between samples changed from 58 min to 2 

min 

c. List of function keys and their descriptions 

i. F1 – Navigates to the previous Setup Screen 

ii. F2 – Enters/Exits Test Mode 

iii. F3 – Changes the N2 sensor calibration offset 

iv. F4 – Restores factory default settings 

v. F5 – Navigates to the next Setup screen 
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VII.  Setup - Test Mode and Calibration Screen (continued)
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When F3 is pressed, the Function Keys and Descriptions change to:F1 - ESC = Navigates back to Setup - N2 Purity Threshold screen - see page 11.F2 - SHF = Shifts cursor to the right.F3 - UP = Increments the OFFSET digit at the cursor location.F4 - DWN = Decrements the OFFSET digit at the cursor location.F5 - ENT = Press to proceed when entered OFFSET is correct.  Display returns to Setup - Test        Mode and Calibration screen.
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VIII. Initial Purge 

 

 
a. Initial Purge Duration 

i. During Initial Purge mode, the system will purge for this length of time in 

minutes. 1435 minutes or 23 hours and 55 minutes.  

(Default: Purge Duration=1435min) 

b. Initial Purge Sample Duration 

i. After the purge duration has expired, the system will sample for this length of 

time in minutes. (Default: Sample Duration = 5min) 

c. List of function keys and their descriptions 

i. F1 – Navigates to the previous Setup Screen 

ii. F2 – Changes the Purge Duration setpoint 

iii. F3 – Changes the Sample Duration setpoint 

iv. F4 – Restores factory default settings 

v. F5 – Navigates to the next Setup screen 
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VIII.  Setup - Initial Purge Screen
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Function Keys and DescriptionsF1 - << = Navigates back to Setup - Test Mode and Calibration screen - see page 12.F2 - (NO LABEL) = Permits changing the PURGE DURATION.  Factory default is 1435 minutes       (23 hours 55 minutes).F3 - (NO LABEL) = Permits changing the N2 SAMPLE DURATION.  Factory default is 5 minutes.F4 - REST DEF = Restores PURGE DURATION and SAMPLE DURATION values to factory       defaults.F5 - >> = Navigates ahead to Setup - Maintenance Purge screen - see page 16.
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When either F2 or F3 is pressed,  the Function Keys and Descriptions change to: F1 - ESC = Navigates back to Setup - Initial Purge screen.F2 - SHF = Shifts cursor to the right.F3 - UP = Increments the digit at the cursor location.F4 - DWN = Decrements the digit at the cursor location.F5 - ENT = Press to proceed when entered value is correct.  Display returns to Setup - Initial        Purge screen.



 

IX. Maintenance Purge 

 

 
a. Maintenance Purge Start Hour 

i. During Maintenance Purge mode, the system will remain idle until this hour of 

the day is reached. All times are depicted in 24 hour military format where 00 = 

midnight.  (Default: 1) 

b. Maintenance Purge Duration 

i. Once the hour of the day is reached, the system will purge for this length of 

time in minutes (Default: 60min) 

c. List of function keys and their descriptions 

i. F1 – Navigates to the previous Setup Screen 

ii. F2 – Changes the Purge Start Hour 

iii. F3 – Changes the Purge Duration setpoint 

iv. F4 – Restores factory default settings 

v. F5 – Navigates to the next Setup screen 
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IMPORTANT!  When multiple TAPs are associated with a single NITROGEN-PAC system,the start times of automatic Maintenance Purge modes should be staggered at minimum2 hour intervals.
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Function Keys and DescriptionsF1 - << = Navigates back to Setup - Initial Purge screen - see page 15.F2 - (NO LABEL) = Permits changing the Maintenance PURGE START HOUR.   Format is        24-hour time.  Factory default is 01.F3 - (NO LABEL) = Permits changing the Maintenance PURGE DURATION.  Factory default        is 60 minutes.F4 - REST DEF = Restores PURGE START HOUR and PURGE DURATION values to factory       defaults.F5 - >> = Navigates ahead to Setup - N2 Sampling for Display screen - see page 17.
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When either F2 or F3 is pressed,  the Function Keys and Descriptions change to: F1 - ESC = Navigates back to Setup - Maintenance Purge screen.F2 - SHF = Shifts cursor to the right.F3 - UP = Increments the digit at the cursor location.F4 - DWN = Decrements the digit at the cursor location.F5 - ENT = Press to proceed when entered value is correct.  Display returns to Setup -        Maintenance Purge screen.
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X. N2 Sampling for Display 

 

 
a. Sample  Duration 

i. Amount of time the system will keep the sampling valve open. (Default: 2 min) 

b. Delay (Sampling-Off Duration) 

i. Amount of time in between samples (Default: 58 min) 

c. List of function keys and their descriptions 

i. F1 – Navigates to the previous Setup Screen 

ii. F2 – Changes the Sample Duration setpoint 

iii. F3 – Changes Delay setpoint 

iv. F4 – Restores factory default settings 

v. F5 – Navigates to the next Setup screen 
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X.  Setup - N2 Purity Sampling for Display Screen
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Function Keys and DescriptionsF1 - << = Navigates back to Setup - Maintenance Purge screen - see page 16.F2 - (NO LABEL) = Permits changing the SAMPLE DURATION - the length of time the sampling        valve is kept open.  Factory default is 2 minutes.F3 - (NO LABEL) = Permits changing the DELAY - the length of time between samples.  Factory       default is 58 minutes.F4 - REST DEF = Restores SAMPLE DURATION and DELAY values to factory defaults.F5 - >> = Navigates ahead to Setup - Tubing Integrity screen - see page 18.
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When either F2 or F3 is pressed,  the Function Keys and Descriptions change to: F1 - ESC = Navigates back to Setup - N2 Purity Sampling for Display screen.F2 - SHF = Shifts cursor to the right.F3 - UP = Increments the digit at the cursor location.F4 - DWN = Decrements the digit at the cursor location.F5 - ENT = Press to proceed when entered value is correct.  Display returns to Setup -        N2 Purity for Sampling screen.



 

XI. Tubing Integrity Test 

 

 
a. Delay 

i. The tubing integrity test is only valid when both valves are closed. Once closed 

the system will wait for the amount of time defined in this delay before the 

pressure sensor is monitored. (Default: 5 min) 

b. Alarm on Duration 

i. Once both valves are closed and the delay time has expired the system will 

monitor the status of the pressure switch.  If the pressure switch remains 

unsatisfied for a duration defined by this setpoint, then the system will alarm 

and enter standby mode. (Default: 5 sec) 

c. List of function keys and their descriptions 

i. F1 – Navigates to the previous Setup Screen 

ii. F2 – Changes the Delay setpoint 

iii. F3 – Changes the Alarm on Duration setpoint 

iv. F4 – Restores factory default settings 

v. F5 – No Function 
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XI.  Setup - Tubing Integrity Test Screen
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The TAP automatically tests supply tubing integrity by sensing sprinkler system gas pressurewith purging solenoid valves closed.  The test is delayed after closure of both purging solenoidvalves by the specified interval.   If pressure switch does not sense gas pressure after the specifiedduration, a LOW PRESSURE alarm occurs.  Function Keys and DescriptionsF1 - << = Navigates back to Setup - N2 Purity for Sampling Display screen - see page 17.F2 - (NO LABEL) = Permits changing the DELAY after completion of a purging cycle until tubing        integrity test is conducted.  Factory default is 5 minutes.F3 - (NO LABEL) = Permits changing the ALARM ON DURATION - the length of time that the       pressure switch must not sense gas pressure for a LOW PRESSURE alarm to occur.       Factory default is 5 seconds.F4 - REST DEF = Restores DELAY and ALARM ON DURATION values to factory defaults.F5 - No function.
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When either F2 or F3 is pressed,  the Function Keys and Descriptions change to: F1 - ESC = Navigates back to Setup - Tubing Integrity Test screen.F2 - SHF = Shifts cursor to the right.F3 - UP = Increments the digit at the cursor location.F4 - DWN = Decrements the digit at the cursor location.F5 - No function.
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NOTE:  To exit Setup, press F1 repeatedly until arriving at Home Screen 1.
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